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UNITED STATES
REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20565

June 3, 1991

Docket No.: 50-390

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THRU:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Scott Newberry, Chief
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch
Division of Systems Technology

Evangelos C. Marinos, Section Chief
Section C
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch

Hukam C. Garg, Sr. Electrical Engineer
Section C
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch

TRIP REPORT - ELECTRICAL CABLE ISSUES, WATTS
PLANT, UNIT 1 (TAC NO. 71917)

During the weeks of December 10 thru 14, 1990 and January 7 thru 11, 1991, the
NRC staff and two consultants, J.B. Gardner and D. Ford, conducted inspections
at Watts Bar to asses the cable installation integrity at the plant. By
memorandum dated April 22, 1991, we issued a safety evaluation report to the
project on the corrective action program plan for the cable issues.

During the inspections we reviewed calculations of the worst case cable
pullbys and walkdown information of installed conditions for cables vertical
support and bend radius. We also walked down some conduits to
verify the adequacy of TVA walkdowns. The results of our inspection for the
week of December 10-14, 1990 is contained in enclosure 1 and for the week of
January 7-11, 1991 is contained in enclosure 2. Subsequent to our inspection,
we were able to close one of the open items identified in enclosure 1.
Closure of this item is contained in enclosure 3.
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Scott Newberry - 2 -

We plan to conduct more inspections at Watts Bar to close out open items
identified in the inspections. During the future inspections, we will also
perform walkdowns for conduits related to cable jamming and conduits
running in close proximity to hot pipes.

Huka G. Garg
Sr. Electrical Engineer, Section C
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch

cc: F. Hebdon
A. Thadani
P. Tam
G. Walton
K. Barr, RII



January 14, 1991

To: Angelo Marinos
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: J.B. Gardner
Daniel C. Ford

Subject: Special Assessment Report
Evaluation of Elements Involved in Bounding the Cable

Pullby Damage Issue at Watts Bar Nuclear Station

Verify that certain screening mechanics agreed upon by the NRC
have been executed such that Class 1E conduit and cable rework and
associated Hi Pot testing have adequately bounded the cable pullby
damage issue. The issues targeted in the audit of December 10-14, 1990
were verification of the accuracy of conduit run features recorded by
TVA walkdowns and the proper use of the derived information in
calculating the relative ranking of lower risk conduit. This audit,
together with previous screening elements previously discussed and
agreed to by the NRC staff, would confirm that the TVA program provides
adequate assurance that Class 1E cables, as they remain in the station,
do not exhibit pullby damage of a degree that would result in failure
to pass the Hi Pot voltage test.

ASSESSMENT AUDIT METHODOLOGY

1. Review of overall screening/disposition programs to confirm
content of low risk category.

2. Selection and physical examination of sample low risk conduit
runs for confirmation walkdowns.

3. Verification of TVA derived computer input data from conduit
isometrics.

4. Verification of TVA derived installation sequence data for
pullbys in the conduits.

5. Confirmation of TVA tension/SWBP calculations for the ranking
of low risk conduits.

6. Review of Hi Pot Voltage test procedures and documentation.

7. General Comments
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DISCUSSION

1. PROGRAMMATIC REVIEW OF SCREENING AND DISPOSITION OF RISK
CLASSIFICATIONS.

With the assistance of many TVA engineers, the overall program of
screening was reviewed. Its function was to initially sort all Class
1E conduits required for Unit 1 into high, medium and low risk
categories for pullby damage; to further analyze high and medium risk
into rework, low risk, and no pullby (accept as is) categories; and
finally to rank by risk of damage the resulting 85 low risk conduits
for voltage testing In order to demonstrate that the problem had been
properly bounded. The highest ranked 20 conduits with Vz. and V2 cables
and 20 with V3 and V4 cables were selected for DC Hi Pot test.

TVA requested relief from consideration of pullbys of two moderate
risk circuits (Trane A and B) to the pump house on the basis that their
inspection of the installation gave convincing evidence that no pullby
would have been possible even though installation records or lack of
them implied that pullbys were possible. The cables and conduits (A
4096-B and A 4095-A) were inspected at the pump house and adjacent
manholes by Mr. Marinos and the two consultant inspectors who were
unanimous in judging one conduit (A 4095-A) as not able to be a pullby
but the other (A 4096-B) as giving definite evidence of having been a
pullby. The latter therefore was judged as requiring a dry Hi Pot test
(shielded cables) or replacement.

Conclusion

No problems in the program's overall logic and validity were
uncovered in this summary review. Most individual elements had been
described by TVA in prior TVA/NRC meetings and, with the below noted
exception, had been approved by NRC staff. (Refer to Section 6)

2. SELECTION AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF LOW RISK CONDUITS TO
VERIFY THE ACCURACY OF TVA WALKDOWN DATA

In order to ascertain the accuracy of the TVA isometric drawings
utilized for low risk conduit calculations, the inspectors selected a
sample of four (4) conduit runs for physical examination. The samples
were chosen based upon risk classification, voltage category, and
various complexities of the detailed conduit isometric. The following
samples were selected:

CONDUIT# RISK CLASSIFICATION PROGRAM RANK VOLTAGE

1PLC3359B Low 12 V1, V2
1VC2963B Low 25 V3, V4
IPM6350G Low 56 VI, V2
2PLC1286B Low 09 V3, V4

Cables for three of the four samples selected were tested in
accordance with the requirements of the TVA program. The fourth
sample, conduit 1PM6350G, was ranked below the top twenty of each
voltage level and thus was not Hi Pot tested. Examination of the
selected conduits was accomplished by detailed physical walkdown of
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plant components. Aspects of component configuration which could
directly impact the associated cable damage calculation were recorded
and compared with TVA isometric drawings.

In general, the inspectors noted that the isometric drawings
developed by TVA accurately reflected the physical configuration of the
selected Class lE conduit systems. Physical attributes such as conduit
size, length, configuration, and fittings were found to have been
accurately depicted on the subject isometrics.

During the walkdown, inspectors identified several discrepancies
between the isometric and the installed configuration of conduit
1PM6350G.

- Beginning at the Intersection of Junction box 1-JB-292-1200
approximately 45 feet of the conduit is physically labeled lPM5560G
instead of lPM6350G as shown on the isometric.

- Sections (A-A) through (C-C) shown on page 60 of the isometric
do not accurately reflect the installed configuration of the subject
conduit. The physical configuration exhibits -a Junction box, LB
fitting, and 90 degree bend which are not shown on the isometric.

In response to these observations, TVA engineering personnel
provided the inspectors a copy of Design Change Notice (DCN) 10469-A.
This document specified the rework of the subject conduit to resolve a
violation of separation criteria between the conduit and hot pipe. The
inspectors noted that the design change does reflect the physical
configuration observed in the field as well as the change in conduit
labeling. Additionally, the review of associated work packages
indicates that conduit rework had not been accomplished at the time of
the TVA cable damage isometric walkdown. Consequently, the inspectors
believe that the isometric in question did accurately reflect field
conditions when initiated. No additional discrepancies were noted.

The TVA program for walkdown of low risk conduits appears to have
been effectively and thoroughly implemented for the eighty-five
conduits determined by the screening process to require detailed
analysis. Conduit isometrics developed during the walkdown were
comprehensive and found by sampling to accurately reflect the installed
configuration of Class lE conduits.

3. VERIFICATION OF TVA DERIVED DATA TAKEN FROM CONDUITS ISOMETRICS

The data necessary for pulling tension and side wall bearing
pressure (SWBP) calculations, as given in the document input Walkdowri
Data for CBLPUL Program (Attachment D WBPEVAR 9006013 dated 07/16/90),
was checked against the isometric drawings of the four selected
conduits. One error was found which would have a very minor effect onl
the calculations. An omitted dimension on one isometric was found to
be properly entered into the data (as verified from the walkdown
audit).
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Data from walkdown Isometrics was being properly documented for
the tension/SWBP computer calculations.

4. VERIFICATION OF TVA DATA FOR PULLBY CONFIGURATIONS IN THE
CONDUITS

Packets of cable pull data were assembled for the inspectors to
use during the manual calculation of tension/SWBP off sight. These
consisted of release slips and pull slips (Attachment 1 Is a sample)
issued to construction forces, and summary sheets listing the cable
groupings (Attachment 1). Examination of the release and pull slips
did not confirm all the pull dates listed in summary sheets from which
the groupings were inferred, but there also were no conflicting dates.
It had been indicated during the discussions that when pull slip dates
were missing, then other sources of data sometimes assisted in
establishing dates of pull, but if this information was in the packets,
the inspector (J.B. Gardner) was not able to decipher it. Note further
relevant comments in Section 7 below.

Conclusion

All of the cable pulling data that could be found on release and
pull slips supplied did confirm the cable groupings upon which higher
risk pullbys were judged and upon which calculated tensions/SWBPs were
based. However, the inability of the inspector to verify some dates at
this writing requires this issue to be an open item.

5. CONFIRMATION OF TVA TENSION/SWBP CALCULATIONS FOR THE RANKING
OF 85 LOW RISK CONDUITS

TVA calculations were done with a computer program, the details of
which were not examined. Using assumptions on friction and weight
correction factors previously agreed upon and cable and conduit data
confirmed as noted above, manual calculations of tensions and SWBP were
performed for the severest pullbys in each of the 4 selected conduits.
Three of the four pulls checked closely with TVA listed results. (See
Attachment 2 for sample calculation) For the fourth conduit
(2PLC1286B), ranked #9, the manual calculation resulted in tensions 11%
under the TVA listed value. It was then assumed that the computer data
entry may have mistakenly entered one short segment of the run as an
upward rather than downward pull. Doing so resulted in manual
calculation agreeing with TVA value within 1%, well within
computational error. Such a data entry error would be quite
understandable even for work that Is QA checked as it entails much
concentration in interpreting data for cable pulls in two directions
where upward for one calculation changes to downward for the other.
The manual calculation resulted in the ranking of #12 instead of #9
which would not effect the overall selection of highest risk 20s for Hi
Pot test bounding of the issue.

Conclusion

Our manual calculations indicate that the basic assumptions
necessary for, and the TVA computer calculations of tension and SWBP
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were proper and as agreed with NRC during prior meetings. We believe
the one difference found between manual and computer calculation may
have been the result of a readily understood mistake of data entry.
Such errors could affect the relative ranking of other conduits. Until
the data processing issue is resolved, this issue remains open.

6. REVIEW OF HI POT TEST PROCEDURES AND DOCUMENTATION

To determine the effectiveness of TVA's implementation of the
cable testing program, the inspectors reviewed test data sheets for
several low risk conduits. Testing was performed in accordance with
Site Instruction TI-43 "Test Procedure for High Potential Testing of
Low Voltage Cables." The review focused on critical aspects of test
implementation and the accuracy of subsequent results. in general, the
inspectors concluded that testing had been accomplished in accordance
with requirements and that appropriate test data was recorded and
reviewed. No concerns were identified in this area.

The adequacy of the TVA High Potential testing program was
previously evaluated by the NRC and is not within the scope of this
assessment. However, the Inspectors did raise concerns with regard to
TVA's decision to eliminate testing of eight cases of abandoned and
spare cables. This issue will remain an open item pending further NRC
evaluation.

7. GENERAL COMMENTS

The location of all relevant documentation for details of conduit
configuration, cable pulling, screening procedures/calculations/
results, and test procedures and results was a formidable task for
anyone not closely involved with the voluminous archives (a five foot
high stack for this one cable issue). Through the very helpful
assistance of several engineers who were intimately familiar with the
records and the compiling methods, all information requested by the
inspectors was retrieved with only occasional delay.

Retrieval In the future, when personnel may have shifted
situations, could prove difficult. This suggests that some effort
might best be made by TVA to write brief keys to the records to benefit
anyone needing to retrieve recorded information at a later time.

It should be recognized that no absolute conclusions about
possible remaining cable pullby damage can be drawn from the
screening/testing/rework program being completed. The NRC has agreed
to the basic logic assumed in determining the relative risk of various
features in cable pulling but it is based on subjective judgments and
actual installation practices are unknown. The overall experience
validates the conservative policy that TVA has now adopted for all
future pullby situations.

On the basis of discussion with TVA engineers, examination of
procedural documents and recorded data, physical walkdown of sample
conduit runs, and manual calculations to check computer generated
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results, we believe the overall screening procedures and Hi Pot testing
by TVA were properly carried out. With the resolution of the open item
of testing abandoned and spare cables, we believe the objective
verification has been made.

Respectfully submitted,

- J.B. Gardner, Consultant
Daniel C. Ford, Consultant

Attachments:
1. Sample Cable Grouping List and Pull and Release Slips Packet
2. Sample Manual Calculation
3. Isometrics of Sample Runs
4. Personnel Assisting Audit
5. List of Documents
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ATTACHMENT #4

Personnel Present or Assisting in December 10-14, 1990 Audit

Laureen Dohan
Roger Hall
Jim Hutsan
Daniel C. Ford
J.B. Gardner
Angelos Marinos
Hukam Garg
Glenn A. Walton
K.W. Brown
Houshong Hemmaiti Arass
Paul Reilly
Tom Hughes
Dennis Lashley
Jim Kelnosky
Mike Bricky
Jon Hehls
Terry Hall

TVA Licensing
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
NRC Consultant
NRC Consultant
NRC
NRC
NRC Resident
TVA
TVA Construction
TVA
TVA
TVA
S & L (TVA)
TVA Lead EE
S & L
TVA



ATTACHMENT #5

List of Significant Documents Reviewed

Inspector: Daniel C. Ford Report No.: ____Page: I

FullTitl

WBPEVAR89 12002

WBPEVAR89 12012

WBPEVAR9 006013
(with lettered
attachments)

TVA Calculation, Cable Damage-
Resolution for High Risk Conduits

TVA Calculation, Cable Damage-
Resolution for Moderate Risk
Conduits

TVA Calculation, Evaluation of Low
Risk Conduits Which Meet Program
Screening Criteria

12/4/89

12/22/89

7/17/90

TI-43Site Instruction-Test Procedure for 7/13/90
High Potential Testing of Low Voltage
Conduits

WD013

DCN M-08093-A

Walkdown of Low Risk Conduits
Associated With the WBN Cable Damage
Issue for Selecting Test Samples

Moderate and High Risk Cable &
Conduit Replacement

An Evaluation of Cable Damage
Susceptibility From Pullby Events
at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

PLG-0744

LETTER N/A

LETTER N/A

QIR EEBWBN89003

TVA Responses to NRC Comments
Resulting from August 1-3, 1990
Me e t ing

Electrical Cable Damage-Assessment
And Resolution Plan (1st Letter of
three of same date)

Pull Charts for Use in Cable
Pullby Resolution

10/11/90

6/15/9 0

12/11/89

JiNumber

N/A

2/1/9 0

12/89

TI-43



VDN CABLE PULL i Date: 87/16/98
Time: 18:47:57CABLE 6ROL(IIN6S FOR LOW RISK CONDUITSSORTED BY: Conduit, Cable 6roup

Est Tot Number Mark Mark NoConduit Size From To Length Vi. Cabs Cable No Cables Number Overide Coaments
Pull Install Release Pull

Sys Slip Date Date Fran Insp 6roup

IPLC1976B -WiT

IPLC.•52A 3.8 9 -3TRY-292-2314/2313-A
43T/757

IPLC3345B 3.6 08-JB-292-3428--
A10/757

1R.C3,9B 2.8 1-JB-292-4981-6
AIT/737

IAC3484B 2.8 9-3TRY-292-2274/2275-B
A4S/757

IPN 5661E 3.0 I-PENT-293-19-E
R-Z17/734

1PM 6256J 3.0 I-JB-298-TEE-i
C50/708

0-33-292-3411-A
A30/757

I-MCC-214-1/1 1-B
43R/757

"-4TRY-292-2133/2184-B
AIR/757

--J1-292-4029-8
A4T/757

I-JB-293-W57-.
R-Z316/751.9

I-33-290-4043-J
CSP/741

IP. 63383 1
IPL. 63383 1

IABN 681B 1
IP. 3811B 1
IP. 3920B 1

5 3A 11 SP 828A I
SP 827A I
IL3243A I
IPL 3304A •
IPL 3783A 1
V II81A I

v 1196fl
IPL 3242 I
V 1195A 1
V 1242A 1.
Pt. 33Kn 1

50 4B 5 1Tt 3263B I
2P1 3819B I
PL 408483 1
IPL 3.3•8 I
IPL 3795B 1

78 40 7 IPL 6152 I
IPL 3011B

. IP. 63300 1
[•. IP_ 63308 1

IABN 681B I
IR. 38111 1
IP. 3920B 1

55 3B .9 lPL 551l I
lPW 3612B I
IN 36853 1
IPL 52063 I
IPL 5204B I
IPL 52-06B I

S2883B I

V 28848 1
v 28853B

90 2E 8 IABN 746E I
IA•N 747E 1
IPM 5133Et
1PM 5139E I
1PM 5141E I
1PN 5143E 1
IPM 5145E I
1PM 5349E I

50 23 16 IPM 3874J I
IPM4 598J I

11C-I
I•C-1
NLO

WC-I
WiC-I

1WH

1*6

6MSC-2
WGB-2

hf-I
WHB-I

113-1II1W-I
11-6-1

WLO
160

WFA-4

ILC
WC-I
WFC-I

1GC-I

WFC-I11-0

WC-I

liGEWC-I

1401-1
WiE

1413

WGD

IJVB
WVB
WY B
WVBE

WV3
WVB

WJB
1VV3
IJVA
Win

FOR 1-4P.-67-3926-8

FOR 1-3PL-31-401--A
FOR 1-3PL-31-4&22-A

toGO

w 0IE- Ir-- I

E-4 0 00

E- q q :4-:4

FOR 1-4K1-67-3920--8

FOR 1-2PN-68-5135-E
FOR 1-2PH-68-5I37-E

67/25/81 I i 18 99
12/89/83 / 1 156 61
83/08184 / I 12 58
81/12/85 I I 12 186
.16/6/86 / / 2 65
88/10/79 / / 2 95
88/25/79 / / 4 59
83/11/88 I I 31 128

83/1118 / 1 31 12N
83/11188 / / 31 128
8311938/ / / 49 85
83/20/88 / / 29 59
88/86/88 / 1 137
84/11/82 / / 38 98
8613 8/8 / / 2 69

88113182 / I 48 117
84/24/79 / / 33 78
06/87/79 / / 33 78
88/18/79 / / 32 95
12/13/79 / / 29 12e
031/5188 / / 29 98
88/29/79 / / 27 85

/ / 11/22/79 27 131
87/25/81 / / 18 99

12/89/83 / / 156 61
83/18/84 / / 12 58
81/12/85 / / 12 186
186//86 / / 2 65
821201/ / / 31 128
03113/88 / / 29 98
11/22/88 / / 1@ 99
18114/•2 / / 54' 69
18/16/82 / / 54 69
18/16/82 / / 54 69
11107/82 / / 129 81

I1/8U/82 / / 129 69
1211/82 / / 129 72
12113182 / / 124 68

12/13/82 / / 124 68

12/13/82 / / 124 68
12/13/82 / 124' 68
12/13/82 / / 124 68

12/13/82 / / 124 68
12/13/82 / / 124 68
P./27/84 / / 47 117
/ / 21/23/79 28 66

89/17/79 / / 2N 95

3
4
5
6
7
I

2
3
3

4
5
6
7
8

9

1
3

5

6
7
2
3

4

5
6

7

2
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0

CABLE PULL DATA
START FT MK _a ..T . T. ... •q:_ _ uTO FT•'' 'L MJ• -- . .

REELL4 -~ ?c' Z INST LENGFOREMAN . ,V E
ENGINEER- ,-,-

/

WBNP-QCP.3.5

CABLE PULL INSTRUCTIONS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE PULL TENSION 15q BS.
ROPE PULL DEVICE SIZE YES E NO
POWER ASSIST PULL REQ'D. [ YES 2 NO
SPECIAL PULL INSTRUCTIONS: WBFI.E. _/4

DATA BY: __ __ __ __ __ __

TH~dý;j

ATTACHMENT _::Vý':PLVA-'.9002601]3

liEVlIslOjnq 0

PtOJECT pqO. (573-29/30

P3AGE [q.C)._ ;52_

V



SWBN
Modifications and Additions Instruction MAI-3

Dita Sheet 1
fACHMENT • Page 1 of 1

IAGHMF~~IRev. 3
., BPEVAR9ON601 3

REVISION 0 DATA SKEET 1 11 PAX

PROJECT NO. 8573-29/30 CABLE INSTALLATION SHEET
PAGE NO.A N

5.1 Cable No.: 1-4PL'62-tcl5Z-B Revision: / Workplan No.: 41 0_ _ _

Mark No.: WFC -1 Size: J0 QW cM Conds: I-3C
Routed Length:4_{ ft. Allowed Bend Radius: 1.948 Max. Pull Tension:24jq

FROM: Equip. ID: L MCCC.-21.3-BP140-fALocation: A4SS/77Z
TO: Equip. ID: LMTR-(,- A6P-8 Location: A41 1 &q2
FOR: LC•1  ,•_Pn,,gp lB-B A18x 01 P lB-B .51,ppkj,.i ECN: 5229

Conduit: IPLC755, I1PLC,3Y31) IPLC. 1PC13 5Vs B ftC. 2 7 7Tr y 24 0 -'1 1- 2 4 2 9 ,-- 4 3.. .. 2 ý 1. 2-A 0 . -i1
Tr 22y 2,22Z, 2 , 4,21 3 2•. 7•2o25 'Z4 2 ,q

• ~ ~~- b, a . zk ,#
5.5 Reel No.: AI / " - --

f... St, o ft. ,ark:•- / .5....nstaled Length: 5 £2

Rope Pull De7t1e-Size-:' 9---'p *-/ -Dyrnamo-•tý ID: g1fl . -..- ,SCal Due Date:

5.7 Work Performed by: j-ef ~d4 T• / N~~Craft 'r e ma n  \ Date ,.-• ""., " - '•-

6.1 Cable Installation Acceptable: / /- -5
QC Inspector Date

Remarks# Y/JC

.<. 4 o xZ- 741 DW.A

0115

Pae 0 3 5o

* aC.v.a~.. ... -a-. -- *.. - - - - '* * - * - -
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CNDI

TRY:T-. ..

,,-J D~j..

5 47A INsTALLAT 1oý CABLE10 Typ WLC LGTH
LOC A3R 757 CONN

LOC A4U 692 CONN
CLR F~AN SUP NV

;PLC2780) 1PLC244B
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CABLE PULL DATA
START FT MK
REEL 77T ,

WBNP-QCP-3.5

CABLE PULL INSTRUCTIONS
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE PULL TENSION..,O 2 0 BS.
ROPE PULL DEVICE SIZE El I NO
POWER ASSIST PULL REQ'D. [] YES Z NO
SPECIAL PULL INSTRUCTIONS: WFIE /&
DATA BY: Q . b/Q k~ c A D A, F . . ,l/

.STOP FT MKU3N

INST LENGTH JL

ATTACJ

'-N
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Modifications and Additions Instruction

DATA SHEET 1

CABLE INSTALLATION SHEET

5.1 Cable No.: i-1PL-30-3O1I- Revision: I Workplan No.: ______
Mark No.: WFC -I Size: (A YG/,CM Conds: -_3_ C
Routed Length:Sjght. Allowed Bend Radius: 1/,4f, Max. Pull Tension: 24q
FROM: Equip. ID: LMCCC.214-•R1 OA-BLocation: A3R/75"7
TO: Equip. ID: I__TR- 30- 12-R Location: A 4 2
FOR: 8-8Ckri~Pun B Raaod c0 Jn Fa dupp) ECN: 5 2

Conduit: I•PLC 27oRIPLC.3.15q IPLC I7TB, IPL 9 B )PLC244R
Tray:Z 2-2)qC7 2j ')*, 1) n1 )r, - I' f\ -- CI,•

4-
C.ht~JCI.i( to~j~Mu I fl
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TO: Anaelo Marinos
Office of Nuclear Reactor Reoulation
United States Nuclear Reoulatorv Commission

FROM: J. B. Gardner

Daniel C. Ford

SUBJECT: Special Assessment Re-ort
Evaluation of Watts Bar Cable Issues (Cable Bend Radius. Vertical CSiuort Cable sEmilrnoI

OBJECTIVE

This NRC soecial assessment provides an evaluation of actions taken by TVA to resolve siorifi cant cable issues
identified at the Watts Bar nuclear generating station. The assessment focused upon those actions taken to
resolve cable issues in three areas; cable bend radius. cable jamming and vertical support. In each of these
areas the objective of the assessment was to confirm that TVA programs and subsequent corrective actions have
provided adecuate assurance that Class 1E cable instaliations have not been degraded and will perform their
intended function.

DTCr!'QicCN

EVALUATION OF CABLE BEND RADIUS ISSUE

The impl ementation of the TVA program for resolution of Class iE cable bend radius issues was EXaaiHE':
in detait during the assessment. The program consisted of both testing which was performed bv TVA at
itWs Central Laboratories Services Department in Chattanooga! and physical examination of class iE
cabie installations at the Watts Bar facility. Test activities were conducted in order to evaluate

the various fault mechanisms and to establish a 'lower bound' for confiouration of Watts Bar cable
instaliations. Testing consisted of bending single conductor cables ranging in size from 16 AWG to 500
MCM to the point at which some significant deformation occurred or to the minimum practical bend. A
"lower bound" was then established representing the radius at which cable deformation occurred plus
one cable diameter. Test results were than utilized in the development of inspection and acceptance
criteria for examination of Watts Bar cable installations. This criteria is detailed in Table I of the
June 15. 1990 TVA response to the NRC.

The table also det:Irs those actions which must be taken for cables which exhibit a bend radius which
is less than either the lower or upper bounds establish by testino, These limits, exoressed in
multiples of cable diameters, are uniquely applied based on cable type and the environment which the
cable will experience. in general, cables which exhibit a bend radius less than the lower bound must
be replaced. Cables which exhibit a bend radius between the lower and upper bounds will be retrained
to at least the upper bound, and remaining cables will be used "as-is". Several specific exceptions to
these general criteria have been established and are detailed in the subiect table and clarified in
the licensee's response of June 15, 1990. These include comoliance with manufacturers requirements for
Class LE 10 CF, 50.49 cables located within primary containment and the application of high-potential
withstand tests for certain cable configurations.

Havin. established inspection and acceptance criteria the licensee mniuiated a program of field
verification desioned to identify and correct those cables which did not meet minimum bend radius
criteria. The effort involved both physical eX::amination of cable installations and radiographic
e:amination of cable segments which were otherwise inaccessible, The sections which foliow detail the
NRC evaluation of this effort.



a. Walkdwr: r: Class iE Cables

D isc ussions with Iicensee Perso. ne indi cate that apprcoimatei 420 0 cables have been tar EtEd
for examinationr of cable tbend radius criteria. Wit .h, this population multiple segments exist

U- L t . . .. i:- thi "i. C,: : initfiated, wort.which nay reouire cable e:,a in •.ation, To accos•pnch thi inspection activit; P/ ni i te o

plan K-I10950-i, The work plan details aeneral insoe r, methodoloot and orescribe. remedial..... U iH tf - the U•e ndoe bounds
ccrrecti ve •cts,. when cable bend radius :s determined to be witit uoper and lowerb

etabl ished cdv, the aforementioned test activities.

To date over .. cable seoment; hae Leer inspected by the icensee,. 04 this oocuationr
p.Ajr ;Z mteV 20 seqments were examined t use of radiogr_,h c tcni ue eai o f ti

process are prc.vied i- section L. of this recort,) Discussions with licensee oersonnel ic , craU e
t.h w.ork ompolEted' o date (both waikdown and reouired radiographic eixa-inetioni reoresents
aD-,ro Vatl 2.. o5 he +toe toal. irnssreton effortc. r As a result of this effort a total of 35 cables
have been identified which will require replacement due to bend radius deficiencies. The
inspectione have also identified a number of cable seoments exhibitino confiourations which could
be retrained to meet the established acceptance criteria.

in order to. termenne the Efffect venesss of licensee actions in this area the inspectors reviewed
the subject work pilan and selected a sample of conduit/cable segments for physical examination,
Inspection metho h -d,_icov was then discussed with both engineering and quality runtro' personnel to

determine the adeouacvy of the licensee's waikdown effort, The discussions disclosed some
confusion w;th reciard to the method utilized tc measure cable minimum bend radius, Add•*t....l

the review of work pIan 'Y-MI-EMA1 9 indicated that no procedurai auidance had been given to
personnel perfor.in this activity, In general, measurements were taken usino calibreted
templates which were intended I -o b e formed to the inside radius of the ca•se bend. However,
di n wi ins-Mn nPe tion o e r zn7 n ds1c-te-de"- that o pceFent c• tre tem- ate;s was .ot aa
consistent w.; thi apcroh. ^

H ... o r, rdnvod: t:. . on th ble- i4-:n n "iv
not recorded durin; the walk•.o'C,
To further e~al.,te the eife r-4enes 0 ' the lc S a orGgra the NE C OF sectcr - per f rred
wal kdovwn of several -cabe seo* -E .... monitored 'JA .irnsct and en.- e -i .-snne- as then
accomplshed minimum bend radius measarie;r s , Iner spec;Lons w&ere accoplushed at :;duht fetiras.--

'ulI Loses, and at the transition posnt between cu U an c walkdMnsn
nd: catet that those inspection personnel were knowledgeable end ,"a pro ; ope:ee thE

requirements of the h:onrrolig work plan.

Based upon these dee_2r-e:.n the NFCr has identified two concerns which oust.be.addressed d ...

±icenzes prior to closure -, this issue.

I. The lack of formal ouidance with reoard to cethodolo:: util--ed ir takino- cable b-ErPtd
rdu earemens challenges te in; ter of rn cor te tc date.Cn + -Lh• TV' chou.:ji e._. a am le . ..

ConseouentI , the inspectors believe t - A s rz r=r=r' asm p
ore,'iousiv Examined cablps which were retrained utili:ing a methodo.oc. prescri-_e in
forma! work. rproced i ýure trl;- s 1 rc' these c e ad been dur' .•••,: A ddiuti :. sic cable , accetdLn h

or'onal b e radius ..w...dowTn. a con f a...s t set the TI. n

rad ds criteria should be reported to the *RC.

2. Fu tu.r CABLE BEND RADiU' w.. .idwn houLd r prc in ore r
Found" condition of the cebees eXZmined.



b .... R .Oraec EgamnAt: or, cf E l ICable . o- r Ftrd Fi rs

in order to determine the bend radius, of rlas Ia cables I ocated within conduits or conrui+
fittings that are sealed or ortherwise impractical +to .e.ure v,-.isualIy. TA ir.itiateo a Coram or
r .3.ra..o ... e aainat.on, The netbodolocv and t..n.. .e utit i e are Pe!cri;ad ; r
temp co era chance= 9-.' of T A procedure NRC-C. review o! thia te s that j

i : detail and tehnicai -d; e.nce t - rc.
1. of the radc .r... oi

The N. i Rsec' mr= aal :r o a astmie or conduit seo~en or review cf assocPatet redioorsoh:-
fil. The review focused on the a-d-%ou..v of the rsu4  U !mccand• te, Icense=s deaeir tc
of the S I;,,mer- desrbed 6 the controilrin oeure The TL ca

packages were reviewed:

EEU-E5 7, EFE'U- 2I E J- 17,
EEU-IG EEL-E -EL. EEU-l16
EEU-171 EEU- 21E EEU-l78 E EU-1I
EEU-202 EEU-020 EEU-19T EEU-026
EEU-217 EEU-098
TE .. .. U- - " " Q

The :nsceLtcrs noted tha, 4or most of the. packages reviewed image quality was very good.
Condu~ctor definition was oo -n, wit few ecreptions provided ar adequate basis 'for evEluat on
o4 imi r: mim benid radius, -. • , ,pr nxým :tly . -.,n n cabqeL !; : " no ..o~nr U eracu .Apr ;.,m=t2. - L -.. .seoets hid been ae~mined usino this te;:hni'e.In fourteen of the set-ent- ...... -r...owales.r

:•y,,,•:exmied -=i= •;,Hbled cnf,:uatonwhich was "estan 'he

mirimum bend radius and were drsooS t1 ed ---_, r. ... ... S . .3 3 1 " • 0 f
locations. dtcmCncd that Qn L• . four 1 1nt .. . a"- A t• .. n ..s.
anid no further actions were reouird •-, •.. 74 re incurb. eoetaw•i' -.. v'= : H..•;•: or

rePIa e following further licensee e-aiua t ion.

Based up o.,n th iasr review the :nsectors coc•uded that the metho,, lc. ; ....e in P,, 1 nec
teen effective> controlied and implementetd, A•:ti'na . "sno te n o WEt on ha.,.7,lu:n:) eic fh ic-ac tne-Z wMISi ;se8 -rh rse

environments on these cables p is of rimary concern, cable seoments encaseo :n RTY scalant are
effectively shel tered from the effects Of moi sture and hbgh temer-atjres, Conseo-entive fu...r
radiocraohic exa in aton o4 VI .VD circuits :n ETY filled cordulets should not be reuired,

CONCLUSIH N

In oenara . the audit indi cates that TA procrama and actions a ta to reL, De :abi e end radius cororns have
successfuly u ounded the issue anc oDosvi adeouate correci e.ve action where recuircd. Howeven. of acne corcern
was the lack of formal ouidance with regard to metho ologY used in tak ino cable bend radius measurements, Th.
concern couLd d adversely impact the ade,.ua•c• ; physi:al .. CABLE B1Nn RAnIUS_, inspecti on performed to date. As
such, the I.censee should initiate a program to reinsrrEt (59) preiouusIi eYamined tabl2 i r de to
demonstrate the . ntegrity of completed weI!down activities,

AddIttonal a, t is a- isu wasli remain an open itea cendino NRC review of final +ts data from the TYA Central
Latoratora es Service DeDartmen-t s . terst,.zat prooram f, cat e Finimum cEar radius.

II EVALUATION OF CABLE JAMMING ISSUE

The snspeotors determined that insufficient TVA actions have occurred to properly e.aluate this ise.
Consequently, no status or conclusions wilt .e provided in t l, rePort,



wv

III. EVALUATION OF VERTICAL SUPPORT ISSUE

The assessment of the vertical support issue was separated intc Concern= for silicone rubber cable a-n
• ....fr cable, with. ot.herf than sJiicone rubber ins•u'laon. (See enclosure z of the June 15th, IC...

SuL, opnnal r nform a n on EWN Cable Issues letter T. The assessment focusec on the oenerl iS:UE C.

vertcall support and then ..e: . yfcall addressed concerns with sI Jcone ruboer cable The ildit
consisted of the foilowino:

a. R e o e J u QS 99 S p I emeupplemental Informatcin or WN ½abie T:½ses letter. Enclosue 21

!Cable sunoorý,t in vetclTr--. aiid Cubit' .- l ic 1oc u r P 'dtri m Conu. s

b. Review of the scresrinsoprocess including cacla:c WEFEcAF aC5001

c. Detailed check of the screening•o of 5 sample conduit prsvinul identified to AV. th Np:

'.. .,4. =. n"U,

d. Rev'ew of TVA walkdown procedure WD.O.6.

e, Waikdown of 7 samp! e conduits to verify the adequacv arc 8 7curacy r 4 dataa

f. Reie o Cnstrct-o Starar S-TI.K, " 1'0 fo -uda corduit vertical suocort
f. R ev%,i ew of C o....--t r L ,. u.a n S 3nda r d 6 e- is ion, I o r upo t C..ord r

policies and practices.

g. Review w o.f Siircone rubber cedbe screeninn and disonsitior.

A. TVA. plans anpdn commitments for resolution oa ,erto :i ut:le succor, issUEs as described :r.
the .une 15, 199n,. letter include:d evaluation of the impaot of, U-- verticl .droo or
corrected equipment , as well as welkdowns with-- a ..s. ad. eurdmdiiain fr Cas1c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .o iect ipF ,y5we a-- n= 1i a11S anFtd requir ed m od ,I f i Ctions fr, o = ...

cables, and revi sion of design and cons tructicn procedures. The -$C assessment of HA ucticns
indicates that the latter two subjects have been addressed In deta.i but t h effect on........ c :+
equioment is addressed only by reference to an 'Equipment Seismic OuaIiL u L AP U 1.

WPEVARQ..50... ..) Sec. 9. 5) This CAP s being revi ewed yv the NR: under a separate program

BP Review of the screening process to arrive at those conduits requiring modifications commenced wi"h
TPA calculation WBPERVAR8912() 1 revi sIon 0 of 4!'!1)/990. This, with the assi stance of the TPA staff
provided details of the in:tial screen of 3,260 condu .t. showin on the "P; print out o4 Cl0ss
lE cables, The --uo•s•en manual scresnino to 721 conduits was reviewed and conAideret arceotas
on the basis of the assumotaons oven. The calculation ...... then described the use of the '"'

of ThE NEC. cri ar;e whereby throuqh further screenino, ane! .=s. and w....I..l.... s -1
support requirements were met without additional rework for Jnatal atf -o,iU s on • c.t .r than si ý-rn
rubber cables. Subsequently,, the VA staf ir-d catPU tha t Use f the 310 NEC w 3b an. ...
and calculation WBPEVAR90007011 and WBPEVAR9005001 woLd :or-trol the screer::no process.

The NRC review of these calculations resulted in the foilowing concerns and observations.:

1. The analysis of side wall bearino pres-sure 'SWiP. is con servat:ive in some respects tut
ignores;

(a) The dramatic physical effects on some cable materials when exposed to the L t

temperature of harsh environments.

(b) The extreme bending radius condition or effect of local indenting of cables at tray
sides or duct or conduiet lios which create "hanging poin-ts.", not simply the assum-ed
cable passino over a round corner. (pp. 24-27)



Addit iona•!v, the assumption in the analvsis of iS8 inch radius bend at all conduit

corners is E tues -d F Pa st observations of " LP and "T' -OdUits has indate` ha

some have inside corners sharper than the SL r' adLis assumed. There s need I ...

review the walkdown procedure WP47 Rev. 0 to determine : proper observatios- oer- t.,,, n
made. 'The walkdown of silicone rubher c abls i:nsde of c nn sinentcrndurad z" "

support corners sharper than 1/8 inch. Was this peculiar to these conduits. or tr- v
duw•:? If so why?. (p,37)

2. The review of WBPEVAR95001 indicates that further NRC review of TVA calcuis t.

E S Cll tils cnn talen to assure supports are added r other rework
perfo-med should be required. (Sec. 9.3.5 p. 4.8;

The methodolooies of the screen4;; process, gi;en the assumotions and analysi1 used bk
TQ1, aoer to be very adeouate and proneriv cried -u, subject to an %iscreprncles

found on the reviews called for in section S.1.

4. The de;fntoi on the term 'near fcr conduletes near .h.E too o Tert.ca runs reQuiresj j of W -• 4. .o WP-
oiari+cation, iToc of p. 4 of 19; Also see wa ...n procedure wP-47

5. The term 'Sharp edges5 as sn rdiate :en in T V walkdowns are asE: to ne a bero racIus Df

.N: shcuid •rev i ew thi s assuc•, m ... .to assure that cablp caart D cut. under t7ess
concitions. The whoue ocr.ept of SWBP Fs carrie: to etmer here. and apo.rel ., ot t-

basis of one touno no L case at SQNN

C Rev:ew of the soreering and disposition of 5 corduiut selected y t+C
dce la--nLc J n thie records of the supnort act•ion for conduit I1"C'.CI.= Waic:Cown of tr. .7rnduif

inos caE d that the intendEd sunoor t (r foam) nad been done d es cE the erroneous documertation.

D. Review of wal down orocedure WDO06 n.d i cated that i, was thor-oucrh• n•4 clearly written. The
procedure contains appropriate forms to_ be used to record wai-down obsratsIn.• and eamples of
their use. One question not answered by this procedure or other .. cuments reviewec is at what
time and point in the screeningiwalkdown process was the change made to not taeP cre: it for the
horizcntal runs of power cable for their vertical support. This remains ar: open item.

E. Walkdowns of three sample conduits (of the five oroginaliv selected b-. the NRC) were carried out
to verify the accuray of the data taken. No dnscrepancies were noted. The conduits seined
were; rVCUE, ir RM46 A. and 1VC2924B.

F. Review of Construction StandardS-U revision 1I. was made in reference to the updatinc of
vertical support poicies and practices. S ectio L2. SSuport of Cables Routed i vErtical
Conduits5 consists of three separate plant-specifiC sections. Section C is for Watts Bar and
Bel@efonte. Section C s entire!y new un revisIon 10 of this standard and co-nsist o four
numbered subsections, Subsection 1 Rives general instructions on when suports need to cbe used.
Subsections 2 and describe f;ve alternate metho-ds of supporting cable and subsect"o" 4

describes other supoort options for use inside enclosures or at condu4t/tray 'transition•s.

The inspectors opinion is that subsection I is either ooorlv Wrtt,• n and amtiouous or is ir

error dependin, uoon the intent of the wr-te's. It socears to be in direct Ccnfic w i th -1
NEC article 300-19 in giving credst for horizontal runs supporti et runs in all c.ses.
The total of sever ootions for suooort given sn sutset.or. 2-4 incl ue two accepted b van
the industry (Kellums grips, and OZ Gedney wedge tvoe 'ittinos) and all others are of
questionable acceotability in the inspectors oninion. One of the cýthers Luse of fire stoo



NR, a q " ana yII O',7uJt i ý t

material) was verball; ac-cepted h FCsafdriotecnev1,1,' ui ~stt
WBN but the others have never beer, discussed pre-ioL-4 to the insecor knowledoe. A bcsl:

ccr-nth!at- derives 4ros~ these vertical sumoort Polil-ies is the Precedent it sets for

1. Have er-.; cat' 2 nfcua ot corcerpr a Lee o the vertical sup port practices 2{;e

s~-~Rev:, 8 or Rev P-0, spcecliC- 31 wi th r eyS rd Io h vs:eione~

t3 - - - --r -n -- - -'
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J. B. Gardner, Consultant
29 Miller Road - Bethany, Connecticut 06525

(203) 393-2778

March 21, 1991

Memorandum to: Mr. Hukam Garg, USNRC

From: J. B. Gardner

Subject: Resolution of WBN Pull Tension Calculation Discrepancy

The writer has resolved the prior observed discrepancy
between his manual calculations for conduit ZPLCIZ286B and the
computer calculations of TVA.

After receiving a copy of the manual calcs, TVA initially
diagnosed the problem as being the writer's improper use of
angle measurements in degrees or radians. However, in telcon
with Mr. Ralph Skinner of TVA, we quickly agreed it was the
writer's use of the shortened trigonometric form versus the
long form programmed into the computer that was the source of
difference. The very unusual geometry of the conduit segment
gave rise to a significant tension error in the first bend which
then multiplied through the run to end up with the large
differences I reported.

Long form manual calculation confirms the TVA computer
calculation so there is no outstanding issue with respect to
the WBN pullby calculations for ranking.

J. B.' Gardner, Consultant


